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2.3 TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS 

2.3.1 Student centric Methods Such as Learining Enhancement, 
Participative Learning And Problem Solving Methods are used For 
Enhancing Learning Experience 

Experimental Learning: 

            Our Institution aim is to provide best education. It strongly believes in the first-

hand, total experience. Thus, it provides experiential learning with the theoretical 

knowledge. 

            ➤ Students make industrial visits to sharpen their understanding of the subject 

prescribed 

             ➤ We have very strong NSS team. NSS students are going to   rural areas for 

voluntary service, to make them understand the problems and difficulties of the 

rural people, at the beneath level. 

Participative Learning:  

            ➤ Students are encouraged to attend youth festivals to get chance to mingle 

with various students from different areas and different cultures. 

             ➤ Students are encouraged to conduct departmental events to exhibit their 

skills in paper presentation, power point presentation, model presentations and 

design projects. 

             ➤ Students are encouraged to attend various technical events conducted by 

various colleges. College makes all arrangements to the students to attend the 

events peacefully. 

Problem solving Techniques: 

             ➤ Group discussion is conducted on current issues, which require social 

responsibility and participation from the student community. It is also helpful in 



their campus selection. Every day evening one hour this session is conducting by 

Management Faculty to make students beneficial in campus selections and 

competitive examinations. College provides extra remuneration to the faculty 

who are conducting group discussions.  

             ➤ Branin Stroming session is conducted on case studies for management 

program students like BBA and BBA DM.The faculty make students to find out 

root causes of the issues during the session and suggests solution for the 

problems. 
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